In this first paper we simulate the population of disc Red Clump stars to be observed by Gaia. We generate a set of test particles and we evolve it in a 3D barred Milky Way like galactic potential. We assign physical properties of the Red Clump trace population and a realistic 3D interstellar extinction model. We add Gaia observational constraints and an error model according to the pre-commissioning scientific performance assessments. We present and analyse two mock catalogues, offered to the community, that are an excellent test bed for testing tools being developed for the future scientific exploitation of Gaia data. The first catalogue contains stars up to Gaia G∼20, while the second is the subset containing Gaia radial velocity data with a maximum error of σ Vr = 10km s −1 . Here we present first attempts to characterise the density structure of the Galactic bar in the Gaia space of observables. The Gaia large errors in parallax and the high interstellar extinction in the inner parts of the Galactic disc prevent us to model the bar overdensity. This result suggests the need to combine Gaia and IR data to undertake such studies. We find that IR photometric distances for this Gaia sample allow us to recover the Galactic bar orientation angle with an accuracy of ∼ 5
INTRODUCTION
Special emphasis has been put recently on characterising the Galactic disc and its non-axisymmetric structures. Upcoming big surveys, such as Gaia (ESA), will provide us with the opportunity to increase the extent of the region with detailed kinematic information from few hundreds of parsecs to few kiloparsecs and with unprecedented precision. This larger volume of study makes it reasonable to question whether Gaia will be able to characterise the Galactic bar and the spiral arms, both in density, by determining overdensities, and in kinematics, by analysing the imprints that these structures leave in the velocity space (e.g. Dehnen 2000; Fux 2001; Gardner & Flynn 2010; Minchev et al. 2010; Antoja et al. 2011) . One of the regions of great interest in the galactic disc is the end of the bar region. It can provide information regarding the link between the spiral arms and the bar. Besides, this is a possible line-of-sight to be observed by the Gaia-ESO Survey.
In this paper we provide mock catalogues which are a suitable test bed for such studies. Several analysis have already started using these catalogues, for example the use of the vertex deviation to determine the resonant radii of galaxy discs (Roca-Fabrega et al. 2014) , or determining the tilt and twist angles of the Galactic warp ). Single population catalogues generated using test particle simulations together with a realistic extinction map, as proposed here, have demonstrated to be well suited to perform these kind of studies. The advantage of using test particles evolved in a realistic galactic potential, instead of samples generated from at present Galaxy models (e.g. the Besançon Galaxy Model (Czekaj et al. 2014) ), is that the stars have been evolved according to a known galactic potential and have inherited the information on both density and kinematics, that is the stars are in statistical equilibrium with the potential imposed. With respect to N-body simulations, the advantages are that we control the potential used and that we can choose the parameters of the potential to resemble that of the Milky Way. Thus, by changing the parameters of the potential, such as disc mass, bar length, bar pattern speed, we obtain new mock catalogues fulfilling the new kinematic imprints of the mass model imposed. This fact allows us to consider the inverse problem once we have the Gaia data. That is, determining the free parameters of the potential whose characteristics match the observed data.
Here we present two mock catalogues of Red Clump stars with the set of observables that Gaia will provide 1 . The first contains all such disc stars up to Gaia G magnitude of 20, for which Gaia will provide astrometric and photometric data. The second catalogue is the subset containing also Gaia radial velocity data. This reduces the sample to stars up to magnitude G approximately 16. The potential used to generate the catalogues is 3D, with a rotation curve that matches that of the Milky Way and it includes the expected non-axisymmetric structure, i.e. the Galactic bar. During the integration, response spiral arms arise. However, we will not discuss them in this paper. The number of particles has been set to match the local surface density of the Red Clump population. It has been long established that the Red Clump K-giants (hereafter, RC) are a good tracer population suitable to study the Galactic structure. First, RC stars are abundant enough and sufficiently bright (Paczynski & Stanek 1998; Stanek & Garnavich 1998; Zasowski et al. 2013) . Second, theoretical models predict that RC stars absolute luminosity barely depends on their age and chemical composition. RC stars have been used in various studies of the Galactic disc, for example to estimate the distance to the Galactic centre (Paczynski & Stanek 1998) , to propose the presence of a Long bar (López-Corredoira et al. 2007) , or for the analysis of streaming motions in the disc (Williams et al. 2013) . Gaia works in the optical range of spectra, with the known limitation of not reaching deeply in the galactic disc. Furthermore, Gaia's spectrograph is not able to provide radial velocities for the faintest stars. Undergoing surveys in the infra-red, therefore, become necessary to complement Gaia data, e.g. APOGEE (Apache Point Observatory Galactic Evolution Experiment) (Eisenstein et al. 2011) , from which accurate radial velocities are measured, and precise distances to the RC stars are provided (Bovy et al. 2014) . The authors select the RC stars from the APOGEE survey based on their position in colour-metallicity-surface-gravity-effective-temperature space using a new method calibrated using stellar-evolution models and high-quality asteroseismology data. The particular narrow position of the RC stars in the colour-metallicity-luminosity space allows the authors to assign distances to the stars with a precision of 5 to 10%, which is better than the Gaia precision far from the Solar neighbourhood (see Sect. 3.2) . In this work, therefore, we also consider observed distances with IR errors, instead of parallax errors.
By either using the astrometric, photometric and spectroscopic error models defined by the Gaia mission before commissioning or relative distance errors provided by photometric distances, we convolve our model stars into observables. The mock catalogues presented here can be easily readjusted to future error models after commissioning, or first and second data releases.
As a first exploitation of these mock catalogues, we study whether Gaia will be able to detect and characterise the Galactic bar, by either directly detecting its overdensity, or by analysing its imprint in the kinematic space (Romero-Gómez et al, in preparation) . Regarding the bar overdensity, recent papers (Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard 2011; Romero-Gómez et al. 2011) rise the possibility that only one long boxy-bulge bar is present in the Milky Way, contrary to what other studies suggest (Hammersley et al. 2000; Benjamin et al. 2005; López-Corredoira et al. 2007) , namely a triaxial bulge plus a misaligned long bar. Will Gaia be able to determine the bar characteristics? Although we know that Gaia data will not reach the Bulge region, we will extend our study from the Solar Neighbourhood to a spherical region of about 4 − 5kpc, to which we refer as the Gaia sphere. Can Gaia detect the dynamical effects of the bar(s) in the Gaia sphere?
This paper is organized as follows. First, in Sect. 2 we describe our 3D test particle simulation, namely the initial conditions, the gravitational potential model, the integration process and the construction of the two mock catalogues. In Sect. 3, we analyse the surface density, the distribution of the parallax accuracies and the distribution of the radial and tangential velocities accuracies of the catalogues. Then, in Sect. 4 we present the characterisation of the Galactic bar in the space of observables and the Gaia possibilities to detect it, suggesting a necessary link with IR surveys. Finally, our conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.
THE SIMULATIONS
Most of the previous studies using test particle simulations with a bar potential were 2D and focused on the kinematics of regions near the Sun (e.g. Dehnen 2000; Fux 2001; Gardner & Flynn 2010; Minchev et al. 2010; Antoja et al. 2011) . Only recent papers, such as Monari et al. (2014) start using 3D test particle simulations with similar goals as ours, this is, we want to model the signatures of the Galactic bar at large distances from the Sun. Our simulation aims to mimic the present spatial and kinematic distribution of the disc RC population in 3D and over a wide region of the Galaxy.
The total galactic potential consists of an axisymmetric component plus a bar-like potential. We choose the Allen & Santillán (1991) potential for the axisymmetric component, which consists of the superposition of a Miyamoto-Nagai disc, a spherical bulge and a spherical halo. The free parameters of the axisymmetric potential are chosen so that the rotation curves matches that of the Milky Way (Allen & Santillán 1991).
In Sect. 2.1, we describe the initial conditions, while in Sect. 2.2 we give the details of the 3D galactic barred model considered. In Sect. 2.3, we describe the integration process. Finally, in Sect. 2.4, we assign the physical properties of the RC population and Gaia errors.
Setting up the initial conditions
The initial conditions follow the density distribution of the Miyamoto-Nagai disc (Miyamoto & Nagai 1975) with the parameters set in Allen & Santillán (1991) . They are generated using the Hernquist method (Hernquist 1993) . The velocity field is approximated by gaussians, whose parameters are obtained from the first order moments of the collisionless Boltzmann equation, simplified by the epicyclic approximation. The details are shown in the Appendix A of the paper.
We consider a single population with the characteristics of the RC K-giants. That is, we fix the velocity dispersions at the Sun position to be σU = 30.3km s −1 , σV = 23.6km s −1 and σW = 16.6km s −1 (Binney & Tremaine 2008 , and references therein), and a constant scale-height of 300pc (Robin & Creze 1986) . The asymmetric drift has been taken into account when computing the tangential component of the velocity.
As previously mentioned, the number of particles in the disc has been set to match the surface density of RC stars in a local neighbourhood. We consider a cylinder for all z of radius 100pc centred in the Solar position and by using the new Besançon Galaxy Model (Czekaj et al. 2014) , we obtain a surface density of stars of 0.05614stars/pc 2 (Czekaj, private communication) . This surface density is imposed to the set of test particlesobtained after relaxation (see Sect. 2.3). The suitable amount of disc RC stars that matches this surface density is 57 × 10 6 , and this is the number of particles we will use in our simulations.
As in Allen & Santillán (1991), we assume the Sun is located at R⊙ = 8.5kpc, the local standard of rest rotates with a circular velocity of Vc(R⊙) = 220km s −1 and the Sun peculiar velocity is (U, V, W )⊙ = (10., 5.25, 7.17)km s −1 (Dehnen & Binney 1998) . Throughout the paper, the Galactic Centre is located in the origin of coordinates and the Sun is located on the negative x-axis.
The bar model
We aim to model the Galactic bar as a bar with a boxy/bulge, i.e. the COBE/DIRBE triaxial bulge, plus the long bar. For this, we use a simple model which consists of the superposition of two Ferrers ellipsoids (Ferrers 1877) with non-homogeneity index equal to n = 1 (Romero-Gómez et al. 2011; Martinez-Valpuesta & Gerhard 2011) . The main parameters of the models are fixed to values within observational ranges (see Romero-Gómez et al. (2011) ). For the COBE/DIRBE bulge we set the semi-major axis to a = 3.13kpc and the axes ratios to b/a = 0.4 and c/a = 0.29. The mass is MCB = 4.5 × 10 9 M⊙. The length of the Long bar is set to a = 4.5kpc and the axes ratios to b/a = 0.15 and c/a = 0.026. The mass of the long bar is fixed to MLB = 2.5 × 10 9 M⊙. So finally we obtain a boxy/bulge type of bar with total mass equal to M b = 7. × 10 9 M⊙. Both major axes are aligned on the x-axis of the rotating reference system and we will refer to the superposition of these two ellipsoids as the Galactic bar.
The Galactic bar is oriented at 20
• from the SunGalactic Centre line. It rotates at a constant angular speed of 50km s −1 kpc −1 around the short z-axis. This value is within the range accepted for the COBE/DIRBE bar of the Milky Way (Gerhard 2011).
The integration process
We obtain the final mock catalogue following three steps. We first integrate the disc initial conditions in the axisymmetric Allen & Santillán (1991) potential alone, to allow particles to reach a reasonable state of statistical equilibrium with the total axisymmetric component. After some trial and error, and being conservative, we opted for an integration time of 10 Gyr.
Secondly, the non-axisymmetric component is introduced adiabatically in four bar rotations (Tgrow ∼ 500 M yr). During this time, we require that the total mass of the system (9 × 10 11 M⊙) remains constant. To do this we consider a progressive mass transfer from the initial spherical bulge of the Allen & Santillán model to the bar in the following way:
where ΦT denotes the total potential. Φ d , Φ h and Φ bul are the disc, halo and bulge axisymmetric components of the Allen & Santillán (1991) potential, respectively, and Φ b denotes the bar potential. For the time function f (t) we adopt the same fifth degree polynomial of time, t, as in Eq.(4) of Dehnen (2000) . It has continuous derivatives guaranteeing a smooth transition from the non-barred to the barred state. f0 is defined as f0 = M b /M bul . Therefore, when t = Tgrow, we have a bar of M b = 7. × 10 9 M⊙ and a residual axisymmetric bulge of mass M bul = 7.×10 9 M⊙. Therefore, in the central part of the Galaxy there is a boxy/bulge type of bar plus an axisymmetric bulge with a total mass 1.4 × 10 10 M⊙. Finally, once the bar has been introduced, we integrate the particles in the total potential for another four bar rotations, again to allow the particles to reach a reasonable state of statistical equilibrium now with the final potential. In the following sections, we will analyse, the RC population in this final snapshot. We name this whole particle set as RC-all. We want to stress that the samples presented here are not a self-consistent dynamical solution, but rather a tracer population that has reached, to a large extent and by construction, statistical equilibrium with the final assumed potential.
We show in Fig. 1 the surface density map corresponding to the RC-all sample. In this and following plots we divide the sample in galactocentric cylindrical bins (R, θ) of size 100pc ×0.72
• , where R ∈ [0, 10]kpc and θ ∈ [0, 360
• ] . In the case of Fig. 1 , we can clearly see the central non-axisymmetric component, i.e. the bar, in the surface density.
The RC physical parameters assignment
The derivation of the Gaia G magnitude and the computation of the Gaia astrometric, photometric and spectrophotometric standard errors for the RC stars are calculated following the strategy outlined in the Gaia (ESA) webpage 2 . This page is regularly updated according to the scientific performance assessments for Gaia during mission operation. The pre-launch performance models have been used in this paper. New prescriptions proposed after the commissioning phase (ended July 2014) have been recently published and more changes are expected before the first Gaia Data Release (mid 2016). These changes will be regularly applied to the catalogues presented here.
Our test particles are characterised as Red Clump K-giant stars, that is K0-1 III stars. Here we assume they have an absolute magnitude of MK = −1.61 (Alves 2000) without intrinsic dispersion in brightness and intrinsic colors of (V − I)o = 1.0 and (V − K)o = 2.34 (Alves 2000) . From the previous section, we have assigned a galactocentric position to each star, which we can transform to heliocentric coordinates (d, l, b) , where d is the heliocentric distance in kpc and (l, b) are the galactic longitude and latitude, respectively. The 3D extinction model of Drimmel, Cabrera-Lavers & López-Corredoira (2003) using scaling factors has been used to assign a visual absorption AV to the stars. The authors compute the scaling factors to correct the dust column density of the smooth model to account for small scale structure of the dust and gas not considered in the model. They are direction dependent factors based on the FIR residuals between the DIRBE 240µm data and the predicted emission of the parametric dust distribution model. We assume then the extinction law from Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) (AK = 0.114AV and AI = 0.479AV ) to finally compute the apparent magnitude in V and the observed (V-I) colour index. The Gaia magnitude, G, and the (Bp−Rp) colours are computed from a third degree polynomial fit depending on the apparent magnitude V and the (V-I) colour (see Table 3 of Jordi et al. (2010) ).
The end-of-mission errors in astrometry depend on the magnitude G of the star and its observed (V-I) colour (see Gaia Science Performance webpage mentioned above). They also vary over the sky as a result of the scanning law due to the different number of transits at the end of the mission (see Table 6 in the Gaia Science Performance webpage). Radial velocities will be obtained for stars brighter than V ∼ 17 mag through Doppler-shift measurements by the Radial Velocity Spectrometer (RVS).
THE RC MOCK CATALOGUES
Once we have assigned the physical parameters of the RC stars to the simulated test particles, we obtain two simulated catalogues from our full disc simulation (RC-all). Both catalogues include the effects of the absorption computed using the 3D Drimmel extinction model with scaling factors mentioned above.
The first catalogue, namely the RC-G20 sample, contains all stars with magnitude G 20, as this is the limiting magnitude for Gaia astrometric and spectrophotometric data. The second catalogue, called RC-RVS, contains only stars having a radial velocity error σV r 10km s −1 . According to the Gaia Science Performance, the model for the radial velocity errors is valid for stars with Grvs 16.1 3 , and the analytical expression for the error is an exponential function that depends on the magnitude V of the star and its spectral type. We add the Gaia errors to the astrometric and photometric variables and to the radial velocities of both samples, obtaining the observed mock catalogues, RC-G20-O and RC-RVS-O, respectively, where O stands for observed. In Table 1 , we summarize the total number of stars of the samples considered. Cutting the RC-all sample to the stars that Gaia will see means reducing the total number of particles by a half. Furthermore, considering a sample with good radial velocities, RC-RVS, reduces the number of particles in the sample by a factor of 7. Figure. 2 shows the histograms in the magnitude G for the RC-G20 sample (red) and for the RC-RVS sample (blue). The latter, which is obviously included in RC-G20, shows a limiting magnitude G of about 16 mag, which is the result of the cut in radial velocity error of σV r 10km s −1 . The flattening in the number of particles at faint magnitudes in the RC-G20 sample is due to the combination of two facts: the effect of the spatial density distribution and the high interstellar extinction at large distances in the plane. Table 1 . Total number of stars of the samples used in the paper, namely RC-all with all the particles in the disc, RC-G20 with all the particles with Gaia G magnitude up to 20 mag and RC-RVS with all the particles with radial velocity error σ Vr 10km s −1 .
However, as discussed further in Sect. 4.2, one of the advantages of using the RC population is that we can complement the Gaia data with other ongoing IR surveys, such as APOGEE or UKIDSS. As previously mentioned, distances derived from photometry will be more precise than trigonometric parallaxes for stars far from the Gaia sphere. Bovy et al. (2014) derived spectro-photometric distances using high-resolution spectroscopic APOGEE data and NIR and mid-IR photometry. The authors estimated that distances for RC stars can be derived with an accuracy of 5 to 10%. At present, the APOGEE survey covers only specific regions in the sky so this data would not be available for the full sky Gaia data. Photometric distances computed using only IR photometry will be needed (e.g. Cabrera-Lavers et al. 2007 ). This second strategy suffers from contamination from non-RC stars, which would degrade distance estimation introducing some systematic trends. Recently, López-Corredoira et al. (2014) reported that for faint stars, the contamination due to non-RC stars could reach 20%. On the other hand, using 2MASS photometry and assuming an intrinsic dispersion of σK = 0.22 for RC stars (Alves 2000) , by error propagation of the distance modulus, MK = m − 5 log 10(d) + 5 − AK, a relative error in distance of about 10% is estimated (Monari et al. 2014) . Taking into account all these considerations, a relative error in distance of 10% seems reasonable and it will be assumed here for our RC IR-distances. Therefore, in RC-G20-IR we convolve the RC-G20 mock catalogue with IR photometric distances.
The RC surface density
In Figure 3 we show the surface density of the RC-G20 and the RC-RVS samples. This gives us an estimation of the number of RC stars that we can expect in the Gaia catalogue in different locations in the disc. Here the stars are distributed using their real distances, i.e. not affected by errors. The surface density looks different in each sample since both samples have a different magnitude cut. Taking into account all these facts, Gaia will be able to provide proper motions for the RC stars located at the end of the bar with the RC-G20 sample but not radial velocities (left panel). However, as expected, the number of particles in this region decreases when we require the particles to have good radial velocities, that is for the RC-RVS sample (right panel).
In the bottom panels of Fig. 3 , we show the distribution of stars in (x, z) plane coloured according to the absorption in V, AV . As expected, particles closer to the Galactic plane have higher absorption. In both cases, a 65% of the particles in the sample lie within |z| < 300pc.
Parallax precision distribution
In this section we study the mean relative error in parallax in the RC-G20 and RC-RVS samples. In the following plots, we show only the near side of the Galaxy, that is x < 1kpc. Due to extinction effects, the vertical distribution of the particles inside a cylinder perpendicular to the plane is not maintained for a given lineof-sight, therefore, in Fig. 4 we divide each sample in two, namely particles closer to the Galactic plane with |z| < 300pc (top), and particles less affected by the extinction, this is, particles such that |z| > 300pc (bottom). As expected, the distribution of the mean relative errors in parallax changes through the Galactic plane when we compare the RC-G20 (left) and RC-RVS samples (right). For a fixed position in the disc, requiring a sample with good radial velocities translates into a sample with less number of particles more distributed above the plane as seen in the bottom right panel of Fig. 3 . When we compare the samples with particles closer to the galactic plane (top panels) we see that the RC-RVS sample reaches a given mean relative error in parallax at larger distance than the RC-G20 sample. This is because, at this distance, the stars that remain in the RC-RVS sample are in mean brighter than the corresponding RC-G20 sample. As a consequence, the mean relative error in parallax at this point is smaller. At the same heliocentric distance, the RC-G20 sample is fainter in mean and, therefore, the mean relative error in parallax is larger. The same argument holds when we compare the sample for stars located at |z| > 300 pc, so less affected by extinction (bottom panels). At the same heliocentric distance the number of stars per bin of the RC-RVS sample is significantly less and only the bright stars contribute to the mean, thus, it has smaller mean relative error in parallax.
The relative error in parallax for the particular case of the SunGalactic Centre line is shown in Fig. 5 for the RC-G20 sample. Each curve represents the number of stars per kpc 2 as a function of the relative error in parallax for the particles located in the SunGalactic Centre line. Each colour corresponds to particles that are located at a certain distance from the Sun projected on the x-axis, dx, before introducing Gaia errors. As expected, particles located close to the Sun's position have smaller errors, while the number of particles with higher errors increases as we move away from it. Also note that 95% of the RC stars in this line-of-sight will have a relative error in parallax less than 20% and we will have particles with this relative parallax error up to 5 kpc from the Sun (yellow line). The relative error in parallax for four specific low extinction lines below the Galactic plane, including the Baade's window, are shown in Fig. 11 in Sect. 3.5.
The distribution of errors in parallax shown in Fig. 4 translates in a redistribution of the particles when we add the Gaia errors. In Figure 6 , we plot the surface density of the RC-G20-O (left) and RC-RVS-O (right) using the observed distances. The overdensity due to the bar is blurred and an accumulation of the particles takes places towards the Sun so that the central longitudes look more dense. Furthermore, we have to take into account that distances are biased when derived from the observed parallaxes. Since their relation is non-linear, the value 1/π obs is a biased estimate of the true distance (Brown, Arenou, van Leeuwen et al. 1997) . The authors propose several methods to use astrometric data with minimal biases, such as using stars with the best relative errors, σπ obs /π obs < 10%, though some biases due to the truncation are still expected, or other methods using all available information, though they are model dependent (Brown, Arenou, van Leeuwen et al. 1997 , and references therein). As discussed in Sect. 4.1, one of the suggestions in this work is working directly in the space of observables of the catalogue, here, the parallaxes.
The sky-averaged positions and proper motion relative errors distributions will follow the same pattern as the mean relative error in parallax presented here. As discussed in the Gaia Science Performance webpage, direct relations can be used, derived from scanning-law simulations. 
Tangential and radial velocities precision distribution
In this section, we perform a similar analysis of the errors as in Sect. 3.2. We compute the mean error in tangential velocity for both samples, RC-G20 and RC-RVS and for two subsamples, namely one with stars above and below |z| = 300pc, as in Sect. 3.2. For RC-RVS, we also compute the mean error in radial velocity. It is essential to know how the errors are distributed if we are interested in specific science projects, such as analysing the moments of the velocity distribution function (Romero-Gómez et al, in preparation).
We compute the mean error in tangential velocity on the plane in the sky, i.e. Vt = kµd, where µ is the proper motion defined as µ 2 = µ 2 α * + µ 2 δ , and µα * = µα · cos(δ) and µ δ are the proper motions in the right ascension and declination, respectively. d is the heliocentric distance to the star and k = 4.74 km/s " yr −1 pc for the unit conversion. To compute the error in tangential velocity, we use, according to the Gaia Science Performance webpage, that the mean end-of-mission error in proper motion is σµ = 0.526σπ , that the error in heliocentric distance is σ d = σπ/π 2 . Both errors are taken into account to derive the error in the tangential velocity, σV t . In the left panels of Fig. 7 , we plot the mean error in tangential velocity for the particles in the RC-G20 assuming real distances and for the two subsamples above and below |z| = 300pc.
This plot suggests that if we want a sample with maximum mean tangential velocity error of, for example, 10km s −1 , the sample will reach up to 3.5kpc from the Sun with stars closer to the Galactic plane and they will reach up to 4.5kpc for stars above |z| > 300pc, approximately in any direction. If we use IR photometric distances, the coverage increases up to half of the Galactic bar region in all heights (see right panels of Fig. 7 ). As expected, the errors in the end of the bar region are much lower when we use IR photometric distances than astrometric parallaxes. This justifies the need of IR surveys in the case we want to reach deeper in the disc.
In Fig. 8 , we compute the histograms of the error in tangential velocity as a function of the distance projected on the x-axis to the Galactic Centre in the Sun -Galactic Centre line for the RC-G20 sample. Note how we will be able to have most of the stars with errors less than 10km s −1 up to 5kpc from the Sun. In Fig. 9 , we plot the mean errors in tangential velocity, again using both Gaia and photometric distance errors, and the mean errors in radial velocity for the RC-RVS sample and we divide again the sample in the particles below |z| < 300pc (top panels) and above |z| > 300pc (bottom panels). There is a big region, which is larger if the stars are outside the Galactic plane, for which the mean errors in tangential velocity obtained using Gaia, which includes the end of the bar region, are less than 15km s −1 . But this region increases including almost half of the bar region, when using photometric distances. The mean errors in radial velocity in the bar region and outside the Galactic plane are in the range 4 − 6km s −1 , while within the Gaia sphere the error is less than 4km s −1 , for all heights.
In Table 2 , we give the mean errors in two specific polar regions of 1 kpc × 10
• , namely the regions near the end of the Long bar (hereafter LB region) and the end of the Boxy/bulge bar (hereafter BB region), for both the RC-G20 and RC-RVS samples and the two cuts in height. The galactocentric cylindrical coordinates of these points are given in the caption of Table 2. Note that the mean error in tangential velocity can be reduced by a factor 5 in some of these regions in the disc when using the IR photometric distances.
The vertical distribution at the near end of the bar
In this section we focus on the vertical distribution of stars in the BB and LB regions, that is, the two regions near the end of the Boxy/bulge and Long bar, respectively. Figure 10 shows how the particles in the BB (top) and LB (bottom) regions are distributed in |z| for the RC-G20, RC-G20-O, Figure 7 . Mean errors in tangential velocity. Left panels, for the RC-G20 sample, that is, using the Gaia error model, and the stars distributed using the real distances. Right panels, mean errors in tangential velocity for the RC-G20-IR sample, that is, estimating the relative error in the distance to be constant and of 10%, which would correspond if the distances were obtained from the IR photometry. Top panels, for stars closer to the Galactic plane |z| < 300pc. Bottom panels, for stars above |z| > 300pc. The yellow star in both panels shows the position of the Sun. RC-RVS and RC-RVS-O. When we consider the RC-G20 sample without Gaia errors (blue lines), the number of particles changes depending on the position in the galactic disc. In the LB region, the number of particles decreases with height. However, in the BB region, the extinction increases and the number of particles decreases close to the galactic plane, until about 100pc, where again the number of particles decreases with height. The effect of the Gaia errors depends again on the region. In the BB region, the amount of particles close to the galactic plane is much less, until about 100pc, while for the LB region, we lose particles in the first 100pc, but there are more near 200pc. This redistribution of particles in height is basically an effect of the distance error (see Fig. 6 ).
The difference between the RC-RVS sample (green) and the RC-RVS-O sample (black) is not so evident, because requiring a high quality sample in terms of radial velocities also translates into a high quality sample in terms of parallaxes, as seen in Fig. 4 . Therefore, the positions are not so affected by errors. There are no particles in the Galactic plane neither in the BB or LB regions. However, the number of particles increases up to 200 pc in the case of the LB region, while in the BB region, there is still almost no particle at this height.
Below the Galactic Plane
Other interesting regions in the Galactic disc are the ones in the Bulge regions below the Galactic plane. These fields are interesting for the lower extinction and because spectroscopic data is being obtained by the BRAVA survey 4 . In Fig. 11 , we plot for both RC-G20 (left panels) and RC-RVS (right panels), information regarding four of the fields in the l = 0 line-of-sight, namely BB region RC-G20 RC-RVS Table 2 . Mean errors in tangential and radial velocity for the RC-G20 and RC-RVS sample in the BB and LB regions and for different cuts in height.
The region corresponding to LB is (R, θ) = (4.5kpc, 160 • ), and the one corresponding to BB is (R, θ) = (3.1kpc, 160 • ). The azimuthal angle is defined positively in the counter-clockwise direction from the x-positive axis. Units are kpc and km s −1 . • , as a function of the heliocentric distance, binned every 1kpc. From top to bottom, we plot the histogram of the number of particles, the mean relative error in parallax, the mean error in tangential velocity, and the mean error in radial velocity. The number of RC stars detected by Gaia can complement the number of M giants in the BRAVA fields. As expected, the number of particles decrease when decreasing the galactic latitude, and when b = −8
• , the samples almost run out of particles. Due to the configuration of the ellipsoid bars imposed (see Fig. 12 ), at an heliocentric distance of 6 kpc we reach the Galactic bar at l = 0. For the RC-G20 sample, the mean relative error in parallax will be of 20 − 30% at b = −2
• , for stars with an heliocentric distance of 6 kpc, and even less far below the plane. The mean error in tangential velocity is about 5km s −1 in all the latitude bins at 6 kpc. If we analyse the sample with good radial velocities, RC-RVS (right column of Fig. 11 ), we observe that for the fields closer to the Galactic plane (b = −2, −4), the sample runs out of particles at about 6kpc, due to the imposed extinction law, while for b = −6 the density is approximately constant, but for b = −8 it decreases again. The mean relative error in parallax and the mean error in velocity improves with respect to the RC-G20 sample. Using the precommissioning error model for the radial velocity error, we obtain mean errors in radial velocities of maximum 5km s −1 , that is, improving the errors given in the BRAVA surveys for this field (about 10km s −1 ) (Rich et al. 2007; Kunder et al. 2012) .
CHARACTERISING THE GALACTIC BAR
The goal of this section is to provide first insights on the capabilities of Gaia RC population to recover the value imposed for the azimuthal angle of the Galactic bar. As mentioned above, the heliocentric distances are biased when computed from trigonometric parallaxes. Therefore, in Sect. 4.1 and for the first time, we introduce the space of Gaia observables parallax-galactic longitude. We identify the stellar overdensity distribution in this plane using the full sample RC-all. The complexity arisen from the introduction of the interstellar absorption is well described when using the RC-G20 and RC-G20-O samples. As a second attempt, in Sect. 4.2, we introduce additional information coming from the IR (i.e. the RC-G20-IR sample) to try to recover the angular orientation of the bar. In this case, the observable is the distance, thus, we show the results in the configuration space, i.e. the galactocentric (x, y) plane.
The Gaia space of observables
The space of Gaia observables is defined as (πx, πy), i.e. the converted (π, l) in cartesian coordinates. An illustration of the coordinate transformation is presented in Fig. 12 . In the top panel, we present two ellipsoidal Ferrers bars: the Long (black thin) and the boxy/bulge (black thick) bars, centred at the origin of coordinates, the Galactic Centre, and tilted 20
• away from the SunGalactic Centre line. They have the same parameters as described in Sect. 2.2. Note that the ellipsoids correspond to the edges of the Ferrers bars and that the density decreases inhomogeneously from the Galactic Centre. The star symbol shows the Sun's position located at 8.5kpc on the negative x-axis. We also add galactocentric circles at radii 2 (red), 4 (green), 6 (blue), 8 (yellow) and 10 (pink) kpc for clarity. The bottom panel shows the same ellipsoidal bars and circles, but in the observable space. Although they come out in an odd looking shape, a close inspection of the labelled points A and B at the opposite ends of the Long bar can help understanding the transformation, knowing that large distance corresponds to small parallax and vice versa. Also note how the galactocentric circles are transformed in the observable space into non-concentric circles.
In Figure 13 we map the stellar surface density of the RCall sample in the (πx, πy) plane. We choose a square grid from 0. − 0.26mas in order to include all the bar structure as seen in Fig. 12 and of 2.6 µas of width, which is of the order of Gaia's resolution. As in Fig. 3 , we discard stars with R > 10kpc. Due to the relation between distance and parallax, the overdensity in the parallax plane does not directly correspond to the overdensity in the configuration space. In Fig. 13 , we can observe how the particles organize in the expected structures of the bottom panel of Fig. 12 . The far side of the bar and the far side of the Galaxy concentrates at smaller parallaxes, while the near side of the bar is more diffuse at higher parallaxes. Nevertheless, we still observe the tilted deformation corresponding to the near side of the bar at πx ∈ (0.15, 0.2)mas.
The following procedure enables us to subtract the axisymmetric component in the (πx, πy) plane: 1) We "axisymmetrize" the original distribution of test particles in the configuration space. To obtain this "axisymmetrized" distribution, we convert the (x, y) coordinates of each particle to (R, θ). We keep the R, but we substitute θ by a random number between 0 and 2π. And we convert back to (x, y) coordinates. 2) We transform the "axisymmetrized" distribution to the parallax plane and we count the particles in each cell (Na). 3) We subtract from the original distribution of test particles in the parallax plane (No) the one from the "axisymmetrized" distribution (Na). When using this strategy to the RC-all sample, we can see in Fig. 13 (bottom panel) that the non-axisymmetric component, i.e. the Galactic bar, is well enhanced in the (πx, πy). Figure 14 top shows the parallax plane for the RC-G20 sample, i.e. using real parallaxes with no errors (left panels), and the RC-G20-O sample, i.e. parallaxes affected by Gaia errors (right panels). The middle panels show the "axisymmetrized" dis- Figure 13 . Mapping the RC-all sample in the parallax observable space. Top: We plot the whole sample. Note that the colour bar is in log scale. Bottom: We plot only the non-axisymmetric component. Note that the colour bar is linear counts, N, per area of size 2.6µas 2 . In both plots we over-plot the structure given by the Bulge ellipsoid (thick white line), the Long ellipsoid (thin white line) and circles of radius 2, 4, 8 and 10 kpc, respectively from inside out, to help the reader guide in the figure. Note the different colour scale in the plots.
tribution and the bottom panels show the result of subtracting the "axisymmetrized" distribution (middle panel) from the original one (top panel), that is, the bottom panels show the nonaxisymmetric components in the parallax plane. A dominant feature is worth mentioning here, that is, the spikes in surface density at constant galactic longitude l correspond to galactic longitudes with high visual absorption in the Drimmel extinction map (Drimmel, Cabrera-Lavers & López-Corredoira 2003) . Secondly, and more important, the effect of introducing the Gaia errors is clearly seen when we compare both columns. When we introduce the Gaia astrometric error in parallax each star expands symmetrically in the direction of constant longitude. This is not the case in configuration space, because of the fact that the error distribution in parallax translates into a skewed error distribution in distance (see Fig. 5 ). This effect is clearly observed in Fig. 14 right panels . First, and as an example, the overdensity seen in the top left panel, close to the l = 0
• galactic longitude (gray ellipse) is spread all over the πx axis when the Gaia errors are introduced. Second, it introduces an artificial effect when we want to subtract the axisymmetric component because the stars affected by error in parallax are not symmetrically shuffled in galactocentric radius, which translates in a distorted "axisymetrized" distribution (see middle right panel of Fig. 14) . Therefore, the visual detection of the Galactic bar when Gaia parallax errors are considered is not possible. The relative error in parallax in the near side of the bar is too big -up to 40-70%-that the signature of the bar is lost. Once stated the difficulty to recover the Galactic bar characteristics in the RC-G20-O sample, even after subtracting the axisymmetric component, we consider that more complex methods are required, such as image reconstruction techniques. As a first step in this direction, in the next Sect. 4.2 we take the RC-G20-IR sample, with IR additional information, so more accurate distances.
Finally we have to take into account that the method applied above to model the axixymmetric compoment could cause nonnegligible over-and under-substraction when applied to the RC-G20 and RC-G20-O samples. Due to the observational constraints, namely the cut in apparent magnitude (so distance) and the important dust extinction in the galactic plane, these samples present an important irregular surface density around a given galactocentric ring. Large foreground extinction along a given line-of-sight direction would reduce the total number of observed stars, thus, the substraction of a mean axisymmetric component will be overestimated in this position. On the contrary, areas well sampled by Gaia will have an under-substraction of the axisymmetric component as other parts of the ring are not well sampled, so the mean axisymmetric component is lower than the real one. Despite this drawback, this does not prevent from detecting the Galactic bar when using IR photometric distances.
The angular orientation of the Galactic bar using IR data
Working in the configuration space and using IR distances, we are interested in not only detecting the Galactic bar but also determining its angular orientation. In Fig. 15 we show the spheric volume density, ρS, as a function of the heliocentric distance for the RC-all (top panel) and the RC-G20-IR (bottom panel) samples for several lines-of-sight. We select the stars within l ± 2
• and in distance bins of 500pc, we then divide the number of stars by the difference of volume of the spherical wedges of two consecutive distance bins. This is, ρ = Ns/V , where Ns is the number of stars,
• is the solid angle of the wedge and di and di+1 are distances of two consecutive bins in parsecs. Using the RC-all sample, we see that at l = 15
• , we can clearly see the bar overdensity at about 6kpc from the Solar position, while at l = 25
• , there is no overdensity. This is also determined using the RC-G20-IR sample with IR errors. Note that the bar overdensity is detected from l = 15
• towards inner lines-of-sight. Even though these plots are useful to detect the bar overdensity, they are not precise or robust enough to determine the angular orientation of the bar.
We then develop a method to determine the azimuthal angle of the bar overdensity in our Gaia samples following two steps. First, we subtract the axisymmetric component to enhance the bar structure, and, second, we perform a Gaussian fit to the subtracted stellar overdensity to locate the angular position of the maximum stellar density. The procedure is as follows:
(i) Subtraction of the axisymmetric component. We make galactocentric radial bins of 100pc and we compute the mean surface Figure 14 . Mapping the RC-G20 sample in the parallax observable space. Top panels: RC-G20 sample, i.e. parallaxes without errors (left) and RC-G20-O sample, i.e. parallaxes with Gaia errors (right). Middle panels: The "axisymmetrized" distribution for the RC-G20 (left) and the RC-G20-O (right) samples. Bottom panels: the non-axisymmetric components of the samples, as the results of subtracting the "axisymmetrized" distributions (second row) from the original distributions (top row). Note that the colour bar is in log scale (in the top panels) and in linear scale (in the middle and bottom panels) and they are counts, N, per area of size 2.6µas 2 . Note, also, that they do not have the same scale. We overplot in the top and bottom panels the structure given by the Boxy/bulge ellipsoid (thick white line), the Long ellipsoid (thin white line) and circles of radius 2, 4, 8 and 10kpc, respectively from inside out, to help the reader guide in the figure. We show only data within R < 10kpc in all panels. density inside each ring. We then subtract the mean from the initial surface density map. From that we obtain an image with the non-axisymmetric components clearly enhanced (see top panel of Fig. 16 for the RC-all sample).
(ii) Gaussian fit to the surface stellar overdenity. We make galactocentric polar bins of 400pc in radius and 0.72
• of azimuthal width. For each radial ring, we fit a Gaussian function to the data using least squares. This allows us to derive the galactocentric azimuth at which the function has an absolute maximum (the mean of the fitted Gaussian). The error bar assigned to the azimuth of the maximum density is the 1σ error derived from the least square of the Gaussian fit.
This procedure has been applied to the RC-all and RC-G20-IR samples (Figs. 16 and 17) . The RC-all sample allows us to check the performance of the method. In the top panel of Fig. 16 , we show the surface density resulting after the subtraction of the axisymmetric part and the black dots are the result of the Gaussian fit. We perform the Gaussian fit to the stars in the first heliocentric quadrant (0 l 90 • ), which is where the near side of the Galactic bar is located. As expected, we clearly detect the Galactic bar, but we also highlight the inner ring and the response spiral arms due to the presence of the invariant manifolds (Romero-Gómez et al. 2007) . Note that the black dots follow the bar semi-major axis up to R ∼ 4kpc, which corresponds to a radius intermediate between the one of the boxy/bulge bar and the one of the Long bar. This is more clearly shown in polar coordinates in Fig. 17 . The azimuthal angle is defined positively in the counter-clockwise direction from the x-positive axis. Thus, the points line up along the 160
• constant azimuthal angle. The discrepancy at the end of the bar is clearly observed after R > 3.5kpc associated to the overdensity of the inner ring and the spiral arms. This discrepancy would indicate approximately the length of the bar.
We then apply the same procedure to the RC-G20-IR sample (see bottom panel of Fig. 16 ). First, note that again, the extinction blurs the contribution of the non-axisymmetric components to the surface density. However, we still can observe the near side of the Galactic bar. If we examine this in polar coordinates (red curve in Fig. 17) , we note the good recovery of the bar azimuthal angle. We observe a small bias of ∼ 3 − 5
• , deviated with respect to the nominal value in about 2 − 3σ. Several factors account for this bias. First, the RC-G20-IR sample has the effects of the extinction model. Given a certain line-of-sight, the number of stars observed will decrease with the heliocentric distance. This fact can translate into a change of the bar maximum observed density towards higher values of θ. Second, the fact that the RC-G20-IR sample is magnitude-limited makes that intrinsically brighter stars are overrepresented, this is the Malmquist bias. This can also lead to biased values of the azimuthal angle, which are not trivial to correct (Arenou & Luri 2002) . Third, there is also a geometric bias due to the fact that even having a symmetric error in photometric distance along the line of sight, it translates into a non-symmetric ∆θ from the Galactic Centre. Only stars in a line-of-sight perpendicular to the semi-major axis of the bar will not suffer from this bias. In any case, even taking into account the possible biases, the Gaussian fit method recovers well the azimuthal angle of the Galactic bar.
CONCLUSIONS
In this first paper of a series, we present two Red Clump Gaia mock catalogues. They are obtained as the integration of a set of test particles using a 3D barred galaxy model. We set the particles to mimic the characteristics of the disc RC giant stars and we use the Drimmel, Cabrera-Lavers & López-Corredoira (2003) extinction model with rescaling factors to obtain the apparent Gaia magnitudes G and GRV S of the particles. Adding the Gaia error model available before commissioning for astrometry, photometry and spectroscopy, we obtain the corresponding observed catalogues, RC-G20-O and RC-RVS-O. The first catalogue, RC-G20-O, contains all particles observed by Gaia, i.e. we only apply a cut in magnitude (G < 20), which reduces the number of particles by a factor of 2 with respect to the particles initially generated. Thus, Gaia will observe about 2.6 × 10 7 RC disc stars. The second catalogue, RC-RVS-O, includes a second cut by requiring that the errors in radial velocity are small, σV r 10km s −1 in the nominal performances. The number of particles of this sample is 8.5 × 10
6 . This second mock catalogue contains all the 6 coordinates of phase space with good precision, since at an heliocentric distance of 4kpc, the mean errors in tangential and radial velocity are, respectively, ∼ 20km s −1 close to the Galactic plane and ∼ 10km s −1 above |z| > 300pc and ∼ 6km s −1 close to the Galactic plane and ∼ 4km s −1 , again above |z| > 300pc. We present a first attempt to describe the Galactic bar in the Gaia observable space, this is the cartesian projection of the (π, l) coordinates (πx, πy) = (π cos l, π sin l). We first analyse how the Galactic bar is projected in this space and then we apply this transformation to the RC-G20-O sample. We conclude that the Gaia relative errors in parallax and the high interstellar extinction in the inner parts of the Galactic disc prevent us to model the bar overdensity. This space is the natural space to directly see the effect of the extinction and we confirm the difficulties of Gaia, which works in the optical, to trace the bar structure without a robust statistical treatment.
This result points towards the need to combine Gaia and IR data to undertake the study of the internal disc structures. Since RC stars photometric distance has a better precision using IR surveys, we convolve the Gaia RC-G20 catalogue with a constant relative error in distance (we assume 10% as in APOGEE (Bovy et al. 2014) ), obtaining the RC-G20-IR sample. In this case, the quality of the distances is good enough to clearly detect the bar overdensity, as seen in Figs. 16 and 17, and to allow an estimation of the bar angular orientation with an accuracy of ∼ 5
• . In this work we quantify how the combination of surveys opens new avenues for the studies of the Galactic disc, in particular of the signatures of the Galactic bar.
The tool presented here can be adapted to any type of star. The study of the Galactic bar considering only the RC stars population has proven to be complex. However, Gaia will detect intrinsically brighter and redder late type giant stars, such as M giant stars, with better accuracy than the RC stars at the same position. Assuming MV = −0.4 and (V − Ic = 1.78) as in Hunt & Kawata (2014) , it gives for a star at about 4kpc from the Sun, a σπ ∼ 20µas, and Figure 17 . Determination of the bar azimuthal angle. We show in polar coordinates the result of the Gaussian fit to the RC-all sample (green curve) and RC-G20-IR sample (red curve). The horizontal thick black line corresponds to the imposed azimuthal angle in the model. The azimuth is defined positive counter-clockwise and from the x-positive axis. The bar, therefore, is located at 160 • . a relative error in parallax of about 5%, using the before commissioning error model. This good precision could help improving and complementing this work in detecting the Galactic bar overdensity.
The signature of the bar is present not only in density but it also shows imprints on the kinematic space, i.e. forming moving groups (e.g. Dehnen 2000; Fux 2001; Gardner & Flynn 2010; Minchev et al. 2010; Antoja et al. 2011) . Therefore, with Gaia, we are not limited to the study of the bar overdensity, but we can use all the 6D phase space. We are currently working on the analysis of the moments of the velocity distribution function in the Gaia sphere, about 4−5kpc from the Sun, to try to obtain information on the potential of the Galaxy (Romero-Gómez et al, in preparation) .
In this work, we have made the first attempts in evaluating the future Gaia data of RC stars and the capabilities of simple tools to recover the characteristics of the Galactic bar overdensity. Future work has to be done in developing appropriate tools, such as the application of statistically robust image reconstruction techniques in the space of the Gaia observables, where the contribution of the error can be easily accounted for.
